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2019 - 2023

The high school I’ve currently attended.

Redoya İnternet ve Bilişim Hizmetleri

2020 - 2021

My first job experience was started here. It was a great experience for learning 
experience about servers and customers.

Freelancing

2020 - 2021

I also freelanced while working and currently freelancing full-time.
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Halil Tezcan KARABULUT
Full-stack Web Developer

Turkey, Ankara

Hello, I’m Halil. I started programming when I was 10 years old. 

Also in my age 9, I was attracted in electronics and technology. 

I started with C# first but it was heavy for me and I gave up. 

Instead I started with Arduino. Made every single thing possible 

that I can make with the possibilities till my age 12. Then I 

decided to create a final project with it, a voice assistant but 

unluckily it failed for Arduino’s capabilities. So, I found a new 

card named Raspberry Pi which is very popular in the Internet 

of Things/Embedded Systems which is actually a working 

computer with 40 pinouts. I didn’t understand how to run it at 

first and started to web development too. Then this time, high 

school entrance exam appeared and I just postponed it. After 

the exam I wasted whole summer with playing games but in 

high school I really learned about web too much. Actually, 

pandemic was a great advantage for me. I learned a lot in the 

pandemic and I freelanced, I made thousands of TRY revenue in 

in a very short time. After that, I started working at a hosting 

company named Redoya, it was great experience with the 

servers and I’ve left because I think I don't get enough for my 

hard work. Now I’m freelancing and earning too much more.
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Back-End & DevOps: I use micro-services architecture in my 

nearly all project including the freelance. It’s like a standard for 

me. I’m using NestJS framework for back-end with GraphQL, 

Postgres and PrismaJS. Using refresh tokens for auth. Using 

NodeJS & Docker. I also made an auto-scaling project before, 

deployed it in the AWS platform and started learning & 

comparing other platforms. So I have some experience on 

cloud platforms too. I prefer using Figma FigJam or ExcaliDraw 

for drawing diagram of the project.


Client-side/Front-End: For designing and prototyping I use 

Figma. I use VueJS with Vuesax for making web apps. For the 

smaller projects I prefer Svelte with Tailwind CSS, it’s ~21x 

lighter than Vue.


Cross-Platform Application: I used Cordova & ElectronJS 

frameworks for making desktop applications and made a few 

apps with it before. Also made very simple mobile applications 

with Cordova when I was learning. In the future, I plan making 

apps with the Vue Native/Svelte Native. Also to connect the 

server I always use http/s for reliability and security.
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NAME GENERATOR

We wasted so much time about finding a name which is not taken. So we decided to 

make an open source tool that creates creative (weird) names for us. It will also check if 

the domain is not taken in the future.

Assisky

A tool for translating speech-to-text in a channel of a Discord server. Very useful for 

making assistant Discord bots.


